Update on new technologies in digital mammography
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Abstract: Despite controversy regarding mammography’s efficacy, it continues to be the most commonly used breast cancer-screening modality. With the development of digital mammography, some improved benefit has been shown in women with dense breast tissue. However, the density of breast tissue continues to limit the sensitivity of conventional mammography. We discuss the development of some derivative digital technologies, primarily digital breast tomosynthesis, and their strengths, weaknesses, and potential patient impact.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common cancer worldwide among women, with nearly 1.7 million new cases in 2012. The highest incidence rates are in Europe and North America, and by country are highest in Belgium, Denmark, and France.1 Breast cancer mortality has decreased in some parts of the world, with screening mammography associated with an up-to-50% reduction in mortality rate.2 Although there has been controversy about mammogram screening, it remains the most commonly performed procedure for breast cancer detection.3,4 The results of the Digital Mammography Imaging Screening Trial (DMIST) proved digital mammography (DM) was as efficacious as screen-film mammography (SFM).5 As such, most of the mammography units in the US are now digital. DM has shown some advantages over the older SFM. DM is less likely to be lost or damaged, and has slightly higher sensitivity than SFM.5 However, despite evidence from DMIST that DM offers some improved benefit in women with dense breast tissue, this remains a limitation of conventional mammography in general.6,6 Breast cancers will have the same density as surrounding tissue, and can be obscured by overlapping tissue.7,8 With tumors potentially obscured by overlapping tissue in two-dimensional (2-D) conventional mammography, a 3-D procedure, such as tomosynthesis, may help solve this problem.7 Also, there is hope that the use of intravascular contrast material with DM will take advantage of malignant neovascularity to enhance tumor detection.

This article reflects on these technologies in mammographic imaging, current uses, and potential patient impact. Previous reviews of tomosynthesis9–13 have summarized technical developments and the promising early results of small digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT)-reader studies using selected tomosynthesis cases. We add in this review newer prospective population-screening trials from Oslo, Italy, and Australia, which provided a larger amount of data and more definitive results acquired from clinical
settings. The newest developments in solving the challenge of radiation exposure in tomosynthesis are presented. Furthermore, this review will address a wider audience than radiologists, to inform those of any medical specialty hoping to learn about developments in mammography.

**Conventional mammography**

SFM has been in use for over 30 years, and in the last 10 years has been replaced in most practices in the US by full-field DM. This advance enables viewing and manipulation of DM images on computer workstations. DM has the advantage of separating image acquisition from image display and storage. With these steps separated, each can be potentially optimized. DM is similar to SFM in that both are performed with two views of each breast in screening mammography, a compromise between keeping radiation levels low yet imaging the majority of the breast tissue. The two views are called 2-D mammography, and “2-D” is a common abbreviation for two-view DM. Radiation dose is a concern, given that mammography is a screening examination performed on millions of women potentially every year. The DM systems used in the DMIST trial were shown to have had a 22% lower mean glandular dose than SFM per acquired view. Dose parameters reported for DMIST were for state-of-the-art equipment used during the trial, and many of the digital systems have been refined since, and performance may have improved.

A specific digital system using slot scanning with a photon-counting detector that eliminates stray or scatter radiation and improves noise reduction and image quality has been found to reduce doses by 40%–60%, and has shown the lowest mean glandular dose in clinical screening settings in Europe. Indeed, it was found in a dose survey of the Irish breast-screening program that the lower dose resulted from the use of DM systems, and the photon-counting system accounted for 25% of mammography units in Ireland. Clinical performance for this system is comparable to other DM systems in screening, and has not been shown to be inferior in radiologist performance.

One limitation of both SFM and DM is false positives (recall for additional imaging). Women have been recalled for additional imaging from the earliest days of mammogram screening. Since screening mammography is performed on normal asymptomatic women, minimizing harm is important. The false-positive rate of mammography is one of the recurrent criticisms of mammography. In the US, up to 10% of screened women are recalled for further mammogram views, ultrasound imaging, and/or biopsies, and most of these women do not have cancer. Screening mammography cannot fully assess all abnormalities on the basis of the two routine views. Recalls are necessary, because a possible lesion needs to be distinguished from a true lesion, but recalls can also lead to false-positive biopsies. These evaluations are typically time-consuming for the radiologist and patient, and stressful and inconvenient for the patient. Nonetheless, recall improves breast cancer detection, and a balance is sought between increased sensitivity and improved specificity. Recall rates in the US are about twofold higher than in Europe, with guidelines in the US at overall <10%, compared to guidelines in Europe of 3%–7% (<5%). If the additional views for evaluation of abnormal screening mammograms could be reduced, this would be advantageous to patients, referring physicians, and radiologists.

Another limitation of SFM and DM is sensitivity in cancer detection. Sensitivity on average is about 70%. The problem of false-positive mammogram findings and missed lesions is caused by the overlapping tissue in 2-D images. Abnormalities may be hidden in dense fibro glandular tissue, and the malignant features of cancer may be obscured. The breast is composed of combinations of dense fibro glandular tissue and fat. The American College of Radiology Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System describes four breast parenchymal patterns used in mammography reports, with “fatty” having the least amount of fibro glandular tissue and “extremely dense” having the most (Figure 1). The number of women with dense breast tissue is not insignificant. Over half of women younger than 50 years have what is considered dense breast tissue, and a third of women over 50 years. In women with the densest breasts, the sensitivity of mammography may be as low as 30%–48%, and has been found to be a major risk factor for interval cancers. Women with mammographic density in 75% or more of the breast have been shown to have an increased risk of breast cancer, either detected by screening or less than 12 months after a negative screening mammogram (interval cancer), and the risk was found to be greater in younger women. It is not known to what extent the increased risk of interval cancer is due to masking of cancer from dense tissue or to rapid growth of tumors in dense tissue.

**Digital breast tomosynthesis**

DBT also uses X-rays like conventional mammography, but creates image slices of a tissue volume. The slices are thin, and each is seen as a 1 mm plane in sharp focus, with the tissue above and below a plane appearing out of focus. The thin slices decrease the problem of confusing overlapping tissue. DBT is a mammography-based technique...
Figure 1 The four breast parenchymal patterns.

Notes: (A) Fatty; (B) scattered; (C) heterogeneously dense; (D) extremely dense.
using breast compression similar to 2-D DM, but obtains multiple low-dose images using a moving X-ray tube head rotating across the breast in an arc of 15%–50% (Figure 2). \(^9,10,37\) The time varies from about 5 to 25 seconds depending on manufacturer differences. \(^10\) The image data are used to reconstruct thin tissue slices, such as are seen in computed tomography scans. \(^38\) Typically, the two conventional views (cranio-caudal and mediolateral oblique) are done of each breast of a single breast compression per view. The same anatomy of conventional mammograms is more clearly defined with DBT, with the breast anatomy separated into different tissue planes (Figure 3). DBT is therefore called quasi-3-D technology because it differentiates tissues in slices. \(^37,38\) Total radiation exposure varies by breast density and thickness, but overall DBT radiation exposure is approximately the same as that of SFM or DM. \(^9,13,39\)

Since the system is a modified DM unit, DBT images can be obtained in any of the usual mammogram views or planes. \(^10\) Compression of the breast for tomosynthesis is similar to that of conventional mammography. \(^10\) Compression maximizes image quality, decreases patient motion, and decreases radiation dose, but is somewhat painful. \(^40\) However, since the problem of tissue overlap is improved by DBT, some reduction of compression is possible, improving patient comfort. \(^40\) The feasibility of using tomosynthesis was studied over 10 years ago, \(^38\) with US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval for a commercial system obtained in 2012. \(^41\) DBT can be used for screening (two views, asymptomatic patients) and diagnostic (multiple views in symptomatic patients) mammography. \(^31,42\) It has all the advantages of DM, such as fewer artifacts, consistent quality, and digital image processing. \(^9,10\)

There is emerging evidence that adding DBT to standard mammography increases mammogram accuracy. \(^12,13,43\)
Limited studies in cancer-enriched groups demonstrated the potential to decrease recall rates and increase cancer detection. Studies were done by acquiring both conventional mammogram views and at the same time DBT views. These were done by exposing the patient twice, and thus resulted in a radiation dose about twice that of mammography alone, but nonetheless below the limits set by the Mammography Quality Standards Act (MQSA). A recent population-based prospective clinical trial (Oslo Trial) studied the 50- to 69-year age group with biennial screening, in a single institution with a single group of radiologists, and 12,631 women participating. As in some of the early small studies, the partial results reported that by integrating 2-D and 3-D (ie, DM + DBT) mammography screening, there was a 40% higher invasive cancer-detection rate compared to DM screening alone. Another population-based prospective study has reported partial results of 7,292 screened women who similarly had DBT added to DM (STORM [Screening with Tomosynthesis OR Mammography]), and reported that cancer detection rose 34% and false-positive recalls with a single group increased from DBT as possible masses, are subsequently found on additional imaging to be overlapping glandular tissue. These structures are more easily recognized to be normal on DBT, because only one thin plane of tissue is seen, diminishing confusing overlap. Common benign masses, such as cysts and fibroadenomas, may be more evident as benign masses, because the margins are better seen. The DBT data suggest that not only is there a reduction in recall rate with DBT but also that DBT can more clearly depict benign findings than routine screening views (such as lymph nodes or skin calcifications), diminishing the need for recall for additional imaging. Reducing recall rates diminishes the so-called potential harm of recalling normal patients and decreasing the number of false-positive biopsies. In all of the early and most recent studies in both Europe and the US, the recall rate for most radiologists was reduced when adding DBT to DM, despite the already much lower recall rates in Europe compared to the US. DBT appears to increase cancer detection, and the additional cancers detected are invasive malignancies missed by conventional mammography. Ductal carcinoma in situ, a currently a controversial histologic abnormality versus an early breast cancer, is not more frequent with DBT. Although DBT will help reveal more cancers in women, it will not detect all cancers.

The research studies are promising, indicating that DBT is addressing some of the long-standing criticisms of conventional mammography. The addition of DBT to DM (ie, standard 2-D mammography) improves the accuracy of interpretation of mammograms. As discussed earlier, findings questioned on conventional mammography, such as possible masses, are subsequently found on additional imaging to be overlapping glandular tissue. The limitations of DBT are the radiation dose, cost, and work flow. The radiation dose for the combined examination of conventional mammography and DBT is slightly more than twice the dose of mammography alone, because combining both DBT and DM delivers double the radiation dose to the breast. Although this is lower than MQSA limits, radiation has to be considered with the possibility of screening millions of women each year with double the...
radiation dose. To solve this problem, synthetically reconstructed 2-D images can be made from the DBT data, eliminating the need for double exposures. This eliminates the need to do an exposure for a DM, and also drops the radiation dose to that of conventional mammography. The most recent studies of these synthesized images demonstrated similar accuracy as those of conventional DM, and FDA approval was obtained in the US for the vendor Hologic. Therefore, potentially there will no longer be a need for radiation exposure to obtain 2-D images, and the dose for DBT will fall down to that of conventional mammography.

Radiologist-interpretation time is longer for DM + DBT than for DM alone. This is because a routine mammogram is four images, whereas a DBT can be 200 images or more per patient. Longer interpretation times may be offset by the decreased recall rates and decreased need for additional views. The cost of a DBT system is substantially greater than that of a DM system, and also has the expense of digital storage for the large file sizes of DBT. However, compared with breast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), DBT is a relatively low-cost innovation. In addition, if DBT reduces recall rates, cost savings may result from fewer biopsies and recalls.

At present, DBT is undergoing further technological changes and is a focus of clinical research trials under way or nearing completion. Further optimizing of imaging parameters continues. Large population studies are in progress, and in addition to those already mentioned, there is the Malmö trial, a UK trial, and a Yale study. A clinical trial is planned in North America by the American College of Radiology Imaging Network to compare DM to DBT (T-MIST [Tomosynthesis Mammographic Imaging Screening Trial]) in a multiple-vendor, multisite study. Its true performance may become more obvious when it has been integrated into such additional population screenings.

Incorporating DBT with other modalities is also being studied, as well as contrast-enhanced tomosynthesis, that could provide an MRI-like study while being simpler to perform and of much lower cost. Automated breast ultrasound with DBT is also evolving, which may be very promising for screening dense breasts. Computer-assisted detection, used routinely in conventional mammography to increase sensitivity, is not yet incorporated into DBT but appears feasible, and may assist in improving detection of subtle lesions.

Contrast-enhanced digital mammography

Investigators have evaluated the combination of DM with intravenous contrast enhancement to obtain more functional information from the neovascularity found in malignant tumors. Two methods described have been temporal contrast-enhanced DM (CEDM) and dual-energy CEDM. With CEDM, a DM unit has been modified to maximize the sensitivity of the unit to low concentrations of iodine contrast by increasing the voltage. The breast is in compression in a standard projection. A mask image is obtained, and following the injection of contrast, sequential or temporal images are then obtained. The examination takes approximately 15 minutes, and the total dose is similar to a conventional single-view mammogram.

In dual-energy CEDM, the DM unit is adapted to generate high energy exposures for energies above the energy absorption of iodine (K-edge), taking advantage of the differences in X-ray attenuation through materials of different composition. Contrast is injected with the breast in compression, and two paired exposures are obtained: one set at low energy and one at high energy. This technique tends to limit problems with patient motion, as the patient is not in compression as long as with CEDM, and two views of each breast are obtained and combined to enhance contrast-uptake areas.

The use of contrast medium takes advantage of mapping abnormal blood flow, as does MRI. Early evaluation of the feasibility of the use of contrast medium with DM revealed 80% of pathologically proven breast carcinomas were enhanced, with excellent correlation between the size of enhancement and the histologic size of tumors. This technique may be particularly useful in patients with dense breast tissue. High sensitivity has also been found with contrast-enhanced dual-energy techniques, with sensitivities between 86%–96%, as well as with contrast use with DBT. Promising results evaluating the feasibility of contrast-enhanced DBT has been shown in one small study. Jochelson et al demonstrated dual-energy CEDM was comparable to MRI for the depiction of the index tumor in patients with known breast cancer, with each identifying 96% of cancers, and dual-energy CEDM depicted additional cancers in the breast with better specificity.

Potential clinical applications of CEDM include not only detecting mammographically occult cancers in dense breast tissue, but also like MRI help to determine the local extent of disease, or assessment of residual or recurrent disease. The potential advantages over MRI are shorter examination time and ability to perform this exam at the same time as DM,
image registration allowing easy comparison to conventional mammography, and preoperative guidance for biopsy if only seen with mammography.36

Summary
Mammography continues to be the most efficacious breast cancer-screening modality. Further developments in optimizing imaging parameters and continued improvements in decreasing radiation exposure are ongoing in DM. DBT is proving to address some of the limitations of conventional mammography, with improved cancer detection, fewer false positives, and lower recall rates. The true performance of DBT remains to be determined when the results of more large-population trials have concluded.
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